Problem: Trouble connecting an abstract thought to multiple texts?

Solutions: Mental gymnastics for building the mental muscles of connections

1. Start with a picture and a text

II-Minute Essay

1. How is true in a story
2. How is true in a movie
3. How is true in history
4. Wonder

2. Use this structure

3. Use these directions with your students.

4. Share... and repeat.

Day 1: Dante, a 6th grader, was not very good at this on the 1st day. Then he got better, on the 2nd day. And better. And better. foster

Day 2: Kids learn when they hear the stories of others.

Day 3: Kids learn when they hear the stories of others.
One surefire STAAR Structure

People in the world who are idealistic help bring change to the world and make new things. Those who tend to dream big are the ones who are more motivated to put effort, help them work harder, and overall, in life, they are happier. Therefore, on idealistic students, it is not advisable.

I think people who have big dreams are not impossible to get their dreams. As long as they do not lose the dreams of being an Broadway one day. My small goals include finishing high school and this time I am in my class, class, class, as well as participating in theater productions; attaining state dance class, and taking on leadership roles in this year's musical. After finishing high school, I plan on attending college in New York to continue my arts studies, eventually becoming a member of the city's theater and music community. For big dreams, setting small goals is what is eventually reaching their overall goals is in line with the ultimate goal.

Who wants to fly, go to space, or even time travel? These are dreams that many of us have had, and perhaps you’d think that flying or a true time machine would be better than being realistic. It can provide ideas that can benefit the world significantly, socially as well as economically.

By bringing an abundant part of humanity that fully embrace these world-changing ideas, it would be beneficial. Because they invented the airplane, people have become more mobile and are able to travel in days when they used to travel in months. As for me, I have been a certified mechanical engineer, and I am able to fly far places fast. From dream to reality, the Wright brothers had changed the world by increasing the speed of transportation alone in one location in another.

Another reason dreaming big is better is to improve our society. Travis Kalanick, CEO of Uber, had a dream of helping millions of people. Because of his determination, he was able to reduce many of the drivers wages, set up separate offices in different countries. Travis Kalanick’s and Martin Luther King Jr.’s dreams of changing society.

In conclusion, it is plain to see that being idealistic is very beneficial. Because it makes people stay and work hard to get what they want. This is very important, but every person should have a big dream they are an inventor, doctor, scientist, or a teacher. All big ideas or just a change start with one idealistic person with a dream, a goal, and a plan to get them.